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Seal Type Postal Stationery
By c. A. Seward
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San Francisco, Calif. 94121

The United States envelopes uverprinted for the Canal Zone and placed in use July 1,
1924 (Nos. U6-U7) had gummed Haps. These were found to be unsuited for use in the
Since the reorganization of the czse in humid climate of the Zone. At that time it was not possible to obtain D. S. envelopes with
January of 1968, a tremendous amount of ungummed Haps. To meet this emergency the Canal Zone seal type design was devised and
new information and discoveries have been printed locally by the Canal Zone Press at Mount Hope, Canal Zone.
This design was instihlted as an experi- "set-up", principally distinguished by di/ferreported in the CZP. Numerous committees
have been formed with the idea that they ment with the idea that it was to serve a ences in spacing. Others occur as a result
would act as a clearing house for informa- temporary purpose. They, however, remain- of the varying amount of "squeeze" used
tion which would subsequently be published ed in use for approximately eight years. The in locking up the forms in the printer's
in our quarterly magazine.
authorities felt that a decision had to be chase during the preparation for the several
One of the busiest committees is that
reached first on the design of the perman- printings, often causing crooked alignment
headed by George W. Brett, our former ent series of adhesive stamps which started of the outside border of swastika ornaments,
President. He not only was kept busy with appearing in 1928. The 1¢ Gorgas and 2¢ etc. No record has been kept by the Canal
the various organizational problems and the Goethals envelopes were not issued until Zone Press of the number of forms set up,
p"'<uing~decisiGns,-butalso_managed~to=-pm-=April,--l932JIlctdeJ:!!aJJy"th~y--ha~-,-u~!L~-_~Q Sl!-l1lP~ impressions of the forms_preo
vide us with ten articles (my apologies if 1 med Haps.
served, nor did they retain samples of the
miscounted) on the overprinted U. S. isThe printing of the local issue (Nos. UB- envelopes printed. Not being interested in
sues. These reports were of an extremely U9) was done from type set forms, mea- the philatelic phase of the matter, there is
high caliber and it is hoped that they will suring approximately 21 x 23 mm. The key no good reason why they should have kept
continue to appear at regular intervals in furm or stamp itself, was composed of type, such records.
rules, type ornaments and a cut of the
On the basis of a study of these envethe CZP.
Canal
Zone
seal
as
a
centerpiece.
A
backlopes
we have divided them into the followGeorge Brett has been involved with the
ground design, slightly smaller in size than ing types:
czse longer than most of us realize. The the
key form and composed of type orna- Type 1. Seal centered in box 15x14 mm'
concept of this study group originated with
narrow space above and below CANAL
Mr. Brett in February, 1951. After he had ments, was used for the underprinting. The
ZONE POSTAGE; CANAL ZONE censounded out various Ganal Zone collectors stamps were each printed in two colors
tered with normal space between words
and brought the subject to the attention which required two impressions of the press,
one
for
the
tint
or
underprinting
and
a
secCANAL and ZONE; numerals and value
of others through the philatelic press, the
set normally, slightly above the center,
ezse was formerly launched in October, ond impression for the stamp design itself.
The underprinting presumably was done
in space below box.
1952. George Brett was on the Executive
Council during the early years (there were as a safeguard against counterfeiting. The Type Ia. Same as Type I except wide
space has been added above CANAL
no by-laws or formally elected officers) and effect of the underprinted design is very
ZONE.
since the reorganization in 1968 has been a similar to the pantograph pattern \lsed by
vital officer and member of the czse. These banks on backgrounds of checks.
Type II. Seal centered in box 15lhx14
long years of service are not ended; his
This underprinting on the 1¢ envelopes
mm; otherwise like Type la, except some
duties are continuing as a member of the and postal cards is in a light tone of green
specimens show words CANAL ZONE
Board of Directors and Chairman of the with the stamp design overprinted in a darkshifted to right, usually on tlle No. 9
Committee on Overprinted U. S. Issues. er green. The 2¢ envelopes are underprinted
size.
George W. Brett has been a devoted philat- in a pink tint with an overprinting of red Type Ill. Seal shifted to right in box 15lh x
alist and is deserving of a generous vote of for the stamp design.
14 mm; otherwise like Type 1 except that
thanks and appreciation for all that he ha.
There were 21 printings of the seal type
the 21} value has a, wide space between
acc:Jlllplished.
envelopes beginning in Oct., 1924 and endthe left 2 and CENTS.
It is the duty of the President, according ing in Feb., 1932. As a result of the long Type IV. Seal shifted to left in box 151).
to the by-laws, to appoint various com- continued use of this design, several key
x14 mm; words CANAL ZONE shifted t~
mittees which he deems necessary to devel- forms were set up at different times, so that
right so that the E of ZONE lines up
" op the ezse and to promote the assembly the issue is replete with numerous irreguwith outside border of box; otherwise
and publication of information. If there are larities. Some of these are due to differences
like Type 1.
(Continued on page 16)
in assembling the component parts of the
(Continued on page 15)
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Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass

Philatelist
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor
P. O. Box 9973
College Station, Tex. 77840
Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Second class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten doublespaced, one side of page. Books and literature for review should be sent to the editor.
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:
$ 6.00
one column, two inches
one column, five inches
12.50
two columns, five inches
20.00
No larger advertisements than above are accepted.
Column width 14 picas (20/16"), two columns 29 picas (41 %6"). Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
( 120-screen) or line engravings may be furnished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manuscripts and ad copy to the Editor.
Subscriptions and changes of address should
be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29
S.
South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
08401..
Copyright 1972

The Canal Zone Study Group

Auction
The Canal Zone Study Group will have
their own auction this fall. Canal Zone material only will be accepted from members.
The minimum catalogue value of stamps is
$5 per lot. There will be no minimum for
older covers or unusual items. Scott Nos. I,
2, 3, and 15 must have a certificate. A
commission of 15%will be charged. Material must be received by Sept. 1, 1972. Send
your lots by registered mail to George W.
Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Rd., Mountainside, N. J. 07092.

Special Meter Cancel
A special meter cancel was prepared at
Fort Gulick in connection with the first day
issue of No. C32 in honor of the U. S.
Army Caribbean School. The meter has a
picture of the canal with ships in transit
and the large words CANAL ZONE POSTAGE at the top of the picture in two lines.
Bill O'Connor reports this meter on folders
prepared for the first day ceremonies, but
with the date Oct. 0, 00 on the meter. The
meter cancels the lh¢ stamp No. 136, but
No. C32 is not on the folder. A regular first
day postmark was used at Fort Gulick on
Nov. 21st. Mr. O'Connor has another example of the meter on cover dated Oct. 1,
1962. Can any member provide further information about this meter? Was it prepared
for the first day and then not used?

(Continued

from page

5

of last issue)

Twenty Five Cents, No. CI8
Manzanillo Island and Point with a Clipper just off the water near Folks River; the
water expanse is part of Colon Harbor on the Atlantic side of the Canal, blue. Issued: July
15, 1939. Total issued: 82,126.
Plate number: 140994.
Thirty Cents, No. C19
Gaillard Cut with United States fleet in transit and a Clipper plane overhead, rose carmine. Issued: July 15, 1939. Total issued: 121,382.
Plate number: 140996.
One Dollar, No. C20
Colon Harbor just off the Point near Folks River near Cristobal with Clipper landing,
green. Issued: July 15, 1939. Total issued: 40,051.
Plate number: 140997.
Regular

Series of 1951-1963

Scott Nos. C21 - C31; C34
Twelve values were issued in the regular series of 1951 - 1962. They all have the same
design showing a portion of the globe with Central America and the Caribbean Islands in
the center and a stylized air mail symbol with wing at the top.
Four Cents, C21
Red violet. Issued: July 17, 1951. Total issued: 1,315,000.
Plate number: 162159.
Varieties:
1. Wet printing. Red violet. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Light violet. White gum. The designs of all dry printings are
slightly larger than those from wet printings, due to greater paper shrinkage
in the latter.
Five Cents, No. C27
Yellow green. Issued: Aug. 16, 1958. Total issued: 899,923.
Plate number: 166836.
Six Cents, No. C22
Brown. Issued: July 16, 1951. Total issued: 22,657,625.
Plate numbers: 162151, 162152.
Varieties:
1. Wet printing. Brown. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Lighter brown. White gum.
3. Imperforate right margin, due to paper fold.
Handmade booklets containing two panes of six of the 6¢ air mail stamp were sold in
May, 1955 at the Cristobal post office.There is no record that these were authorized by the
Canal Zone postal service.
Seven Cents, No. C28
Yellow. Issued: Aug. 16, 1958. Total issued: 9,381,797.
Plate numbers: 166837, 166838.
Eight Cents, No. C34
Carmine. Issued: Jan. 7, 1963. Total issued: 5,054,727.
plate numbers: 168200, 168201.
Ten Cents, No. C23
Red orange. Issued: July 17, 1951. Total issued: 1,049,130.
Plate numbers: 162153, 162154.
Varieties:
1. Wet printing. Red orange. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Orange. White gum.
Fifteen Cents, No. C29
Brown violet. Issued: Aug. 16, 1958. Total issued: 360,000.
Plate number: 166840.
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Auctions

Twenty One Cents, No. C24

The largest amount of Canal Zone maBlue. Issued: July 16, 1951. Total issued: 1,460,000.
terial offered this season was sold at auction
Plate number: 162160.
during the winter quarter. In the following
Varieties:
prices realized, we list first the Scott cata1. Wet printing. Blue. Yellow gum.
logue number, followed by the price real2. Dry printing. Light blue. White gum.
ized and the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue. All
Twenty Five Cents, No. C30
items are unused unless mentioned otherOrange yellow. Issued: Aug. 16, 1958. Total issued: 600,000.
wise. Serious defects are specifically menPlate number: 166841.
tioned. All prices have been rounded to the
nearest dollar.
Thirty One Cents, No. C25
Cerise. Issued: July 16, 1951. Total issued: 375,000.
Two sales contained copies of the missing
Plate number: 162161.
bridge error, No. I57a. Daniel F. Kelleher
a. Imperforate vertically, pair (98 pairs).
Co., Inc. sold a block of 4 for $10,000.
This is probably the highest price ever obThirty Five Cents, No. C31
tained at auction for a single Canal Zone
Dark blue. Issued: Aug. 16, 1958. Total issued: 283,032.
item. The catalogue states that this is the
Plate number: 166842.
only intact block of 4 other than the plate
block of 10. Robert A. Siegel sold three
Eighty Cents, No. C26
rarities in his sale of March 23rd. A copy
Gray black. Issued: July 16, 1951. Total issued: 827,696.
of No. 157a went for $2500 C$2oo0). It is
Plate number: 162162.
interesting to note that the unique block of
Varieties:
4 sold for exactly four times this price of a
1. Wet printing. Gray black. Yellow gum.
single. They also sold a copy of No. 9d for
2. Dry printing. Black. White gum.
$850 ($1200) and a vertical pair of No.
15 for $1100 ($1100).
Commemoratives
of 1961 - 1963
Harmer, Rooke offered the following on
Scott Nos. C32, C33, C35
Nov. 16th: No. 58, centered to bottom, $50
($75); 59, $30 ($40); 60-66, $44 ($63);
Fifteen Cents,
No. C32
•..
Issued to honor the U. S. Army Caribbean School for Latin America at Fort Gulick, red C2, $22 ($30) .
Vahan Moziansold on Nov. 17th, No.1,
and blue. Design shows emblem of School and m:-o.pof Central and South America. Issued:
$85 ($115); 2. fine, $58 ($55); 2ge. tissue
Nov. 21, 1961. Total issued: 560,000.
over gum, $58 ($60); 46, $70 ($50); 47,
Plate number: 167814.

= -'---

~Se:ven~Cents,-No.-G33
~_~c~~_,_,~,,~
=~ __ '=,",_o
- - =- ~ --off=center, fine, ~BiO--( $180-)-;--48,no- gum,
Issued for the World Health Organization driw to eradicate malaria, yellow and black. $170 ($150); 5g, $62 ($75); 59, $36
Design shows malaria eradication emblem and mosquito. Giori press printing. Issued: Sept. ($40); 62a + 62b, $34 ($40); 67, block
24, 1962. Total issued: 862,349.
of 4, slight defects, $435 ($675); 120-135,
Plate number: 168142.
$24 ($42); C15-20, $19 ($30).
Fifteen Cents, No. C35
Issued for the second anniversary of the Alliance for Progress, which aims to stimulate
economic growth and raise living standards in Latin America, gray, green, and dark ultramarine. Design shows Alliance for Progress emblem. Giori press printing. Issued: Aug. 17,
1963, Total issued: 405,000.
Plate number: 168325.
Fiftieth

Anniversary of the Panama
Scott Nos. C36 - C41

Canal

A set of six air mail stamps was issued to commemr:rate the 50th anniversary of the
opening of the Panama Canal. These stamps were printed on the Giori press. All values
were issued Aug. 15, 1964.
Six Cents, No. C36
Jet over Cristobal, green and black. Total issued: 256,629.
Plate number: 168613.
Eight Cents, No. C37
Jet over Gatun Locks, rose red and black. Total issued: 3,923,721.
Plate number: 168621.
Fifteen Cents, No. C38
Jet over Madden Dam, blue and black. Total issued: 472,102.
Plate number: 168623.

Twenty Cents, No. C39
Jet over Gaillard Cut, rose lilac and black. Total issued: 399,220.
Plate number: 168625.
Thirty Cents, No. C40
Jet over Miraflores Locks, reddish brown and black. Total issued: 203,960.
plate number: 168627.
(Continued

on page 12)
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On Dec. 28th Harmer, Rooke sold No.
71 + 73 on FDC, $42; 96 on FDC dated
July 4, 1926, $27; 96 on FDC dated July
6, 1926, $22.
H. R. Harmer sold on Jan. 11th: No.
C08-12, used with 5¢ creased, $200 ($240).
Vahan Mozian sold a large number of
Canal Zone items on Jan. 5th. Excellent
prices were obtained for errors, postal stationery, and booklet panes. A few of the
prices are: No. 31c, fine, $1l0 ($90); 38a,
$180 ($125) (this same pair sold at auction in 1967 for $60); 39c, $65 ($60); 67,
fine, used, $50 ($50); 71b in sheet of 100
$70 ($78); 84b, $68 ($50); 100a in block
of 4 (2 error pairs), $525 ($700) (this
same block sold at auction in 1967 for
$210); lOla, $15 ($18); J25-28 on FDC
$32; Ul5, $26 ($16); U15, used, $U;
($16); UXla, $130 ($135); UX3, $19 ($22).
Matthew Bennet offered on Jan. 25th:
No. 22, pair with imperforate margin, $42;
22e, no gum, $35 ($45); 3ge, $70 ($60);
59, fine, $29 ($40); 71d, $45 ($45); 71e
+ 73a, $20 ($28); 84-95, $70 ($103); 84b,
$50 ($50); 120-135, CI5-20, $42 ($72);
JI2-14, $52 ($72).
Earl P. L. Apfelbaum sold on Jan. 27th
a pair of No. 24 with spaced C A, $25.
(Continued

on page 12)

Auctions-

Eighty Cents, No. C41

(Continued

from page 11)

A Luge number of better grade items
were in the March 2nd auction of Robert
A. Siegel: No.2, strip of 4, used, colon between PANAMA and bar, $210 ($220); 2a,
$120 ($160); 3, $180 ($175); 13c, horizontal
pair with normal, $150 ($154); 13c, block
of 4, $400 ($600); 14b, block of 4 with
s~aced A L, $360 ($340); 16b, block of 6
with spaced C A, $27; '31-41, $35 ($40);
32c, 2e booklet panes in cover printed for
III booklet, $210 ($300); 3ge, $90 ($60);
46a with broken C, $60 ($65); 48, $170
($150); 61a + 63a, $40 ($45); 59, $32
($10); 61b, $85 ($120); 67, $160 ($150);
94, $40 ($50); C2, plate block of 6 $270
( $250); J3, $80 ($75); J3, plate block of
6, vg-f, $80 ($85); UX3, used, $21 ($20).
An auction company (not in New York
City) that advertises extensively offered and
illustrated in its catalogue a stamp described as No. 47 unused. This stamp was
actually merely No. 32 which is worth $1.
Collectors are cautioned that a 914 rom
spacing is fairly common on No. 32. Although is is necessary for the spacing to be
9:14 mm for the stamp to be the rare No.
47, a stamp with this spacing may be either
No. 32 or 47. Other tests must be used to
distinguish these two stamps (see The Canal
Zone Philatel'st, Vol. 4, p. 19 (1968)).

Liquor Stamps
Col. R. A. Stevens reports a new liquor
stamp. It is engraved and in the same design as Nos. 5-9 in our list (Vol. 7, p. 36,
1971). The color is green and the stamp is
inscribed :1;16 DE LITRO. It was used on
miniature bottles
purchased in special
Ch"istmas boxes.

Jet over Balboa, olive bister and black. Total issued: 186,245.
Plate number: 168628.

Regular Issue of 1965 - 1971
Scott Nos. C42 - C50
A set of nine airmail stamps were issued from 1965 to 1971 in the same design showing the seal of the Canal Zone and the silhouette of a jet plane. These stamps were printed
on the Giori press with a separate plate for each color. Since the background design is the
same for each value, only two plates were made for this and were used to print the colored
part of the design for all values. Another plate of which at least one had to be made for
each value was used to print the black part of the design which includes the denomination.

Six Cents, No. C42
Green and black. Issued: July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 820,000.
Plate numbers: Green: 168773, 168775; Black: 168774.

Eight Cents, No. C43
Rose red and black. Issued: July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 9,490,000.
Plate numbers: Rose red: 168773, 168775; Black: 168776, 168779.

Ten Cents, No. C48
Dull orange and black. Issued: March 15, 1968. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 10,055,000.
Plate numbers: Dull orange: 168773, 168775; Black: 170198,/170214.
a. Booklet pane of 4. Issued: Feb. 18, 1970.
Varieties:
1. Booklet pane of 4 with white tab. Light dull orange and black (first printing).
2. Booklet pane of 4 with short black bar at bottom of tab. Light dull orange
and black (first printing).
3. Booklet pane of 4 with long black bar at top of tab. Light dull orange and
black (first printing).
4. Booklet pane of 4 with long light dull orange bar in center of tab (first printing).
5. Booklet pane of 4 with white tab. Dark orange and black (secon:l printing).
6. Booklet pane of 4 with short black bar at bottom of tab. Dark orange and
black (second printing).
7. Booklet pane of 4 with long black bar at top of tab. Dark orange and black
(second printing).
~
8. Booklet pane of 4 with long,dark orange bar in center of tab (second printing).

Eleven Cents, No. C49

Olive and black. Issued: Sept. 24, 1971.
Plate numbers: Olive: 168773, 168775; Black: 171625, 171626.
a. Booklet pane of 4. Issued: Sept. 24, 1971.
Varieties:
1. Booklet pane of 4 with white tab.
Covers
2. Booklet pane of 4 with short black bar at bottom of tab.
3. Booklet pane of 4 with long black bar at top of tab.
Bill O'Connor supplies evidence that the
4. Booklet pane of 4 with long olive bar in center of tab.
post office at Christobal Station A, Porto
A few badly miscut booklet panes have been found which show parts of horizontal
Bello was opened before the usually acblack bars which occur between the tenth and eleventh horizontal rows of booklet
cepted date of Aug. 1, 1911. He states that
panes on the plate. These bars are usually trimmed off. These are different from
the Annual Report of the Isthmian Canal
the bars listed as varieties 2 and 3. The latter are the parts after cutting of a
Commission 1909 states on page 259 that
vertical black bar which is on the left margin of the plate from the bottom of the
"A substation of the Christobal post-office,
first to the top of the second booklet pane in the first vertical row.
designated 'Station A', was opened at Porto
Bello in September 1908. It is not a money- Fifteen Cents, No. C44
order office, but a postal clerk from Cristo- Blue and black. Issued: July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 2,385,000.
bal goes to Porto Bello each month after Plate numbers: Blue: 168773, 168775; Black: 168780.
the Commission has paid its employees there
Twenty Cents, No. C45
and issues money orders."
He also reports a cover from the First Lilac and black. Issued: July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 1,140,000.
Ocean to Ocean Aircraft Carrier Mail Ser- Plate numbers: Lilac: 168773, 168775; Black: 168781.
vice from Balboa to Cristobal during the Twenty Five Cents, No. C50
Victory Loan Drive of 1945. It is post- Pale yellow green and black. Issued March 15, 1968. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 945,000.
marked on the front at Balboa on Dec. 17, Plate numbers: Pale yellow green: 168773, 168775; Black: 170203.
1945 and also U. S. S. Salamo Bay CVE Thirty Cents, No. C46
110. It is backstamped at Cristobal on Dec. Reddish brown and black. Issued July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 970,000.
18th. The envelope contains a certificate Plate numbers: Reddish brown: 168773, 168775; Black: 168784.
acknowledging the purchase of a Victory
Bond. This is an interesting extension of the Eighty Cents, No. C47
first ocean to ocean air mail flight and the Bister and black. Issued July 15, 1965. Total issued to June 1, 1971: 945,000.
first ocean to ocean submarine covers from Plate numbers: Bister: 168773, 168775; Black: 168789.
(Continued in next iss1le)
the Canal Zone during the first World War.
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Overprinted U. S. Issues
By Gilbert
(Continued

'from

N. Plass
last issue)

United States overprinted issues were is'lIed for the second time on July I, 1924 in
th~ following denominations: 1¢, 2¢, 5¢,
1O¢, 12¢, 15¢, 30¢, 50¢, $1.00. The Type
A overprint with Hat tops on the letters A
is relatively free of major errors compared
to the later issues. Major overprint errors
cceur only on the I¢ and 12¢ values.
Since the I¢ denomination was used for
postal cards, the local drop letter rate, and
for third class mailings, it was ordered in
the second largest quantity of any of the
denaminations (after the 2¢). The I¢ value
was overprinted in complete sheets of 400
which were later cut into post office panes
of 100. Obviously one sheet of 400 was
printed with inverted overprint. However,
only one pane was ever found. The others
may have been destroyed by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing. The error was discovered in March, 1925 by W. Lindo, a
messenger in the Port Captain's Office in
Cristobal, who had purchased some of the
stamps for a collector employed in the same
office, J. W. Coffin. A complete search was
then initiated, but only about 50 copies
were located. The error is shown in Figure
1. This error is from the first printing of
this value.

Figure 2. Nos. 7lc and 7ld. CANAL only
and ZONE CANAL.
of.the lower left pane of the 1¢ and 12¢ denominations had an inverted ZONE. These
errors are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Because of the position in the sheet, all copies
of this error have a straight edge at the

Figure 3. No. 7lb. ZONE inverted.

Figure 1. No. 71a. Inverted Overprint.
A second error resulted when the overprint on one sheet of 400 was shifted down
so that the top horizontal row had CANAL
only and the rest of the sheet had ZONE
CANAL. ZONE only would have appeared
on the bottom margin of the lower panes
if sufficiently wide. Only the two upper
panes of the complete sheet of 400 were
ever located. The lower panes probably were
destroyed by the Bureau. Thus 20 stamps
exist with CANAL only and 180 with ZONE
CANAL. This error was from the second
printing and the sheet had plate number
15456. A collector must have found the
PITor in the post office as all copies were
saved. This error is shown in Figure 2.
Only one major error on this issue is due
to an incorrectly set form. Position No. 30

right. The I¢ error was apparently not discovered until October, 1925 and the 12<i
error was not reported until June, 1926. It
has been estimated that between 150 and
200 copies of the 1¢ error were found (the
number issued in the Scott catalogue is only
approximate) and this error is relatively
common. The error only occurs on part of
the sheets of the first printing of these denaminations. It is not known whether the
slug was put in upside down when a damaged or defective slug was replaced or
whether there was some other reason for
the eITor. It does not appear that it was in
the first sheets printed, as it remained undiscovered for some time. The 1¢ error occurs on sheets with plate numbers 15334,
15358, 15359, 15437.
The 12¢ denomination was primarily used
on parcel post. The ZONE inverted error
apparently was not discovered by collectors
at the time of issue. Only one unused copy
is recorded, as shown in Figure 4. There
have been rumors of a second unused copy.
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Figure 4. No. 76a. ZONE inverted.
If any member can definitely report its existence, please contact the Editor. In addition 4 or 5 used copies are known. All of
these copies have various defects and obviously were used on parcel post packages
or possibly on registered mail. Several of
the used copies have bad surface scrapings
and others have tears and missing pieces.
No used copy in very fine condition has
been recorded, so this is a case where a
collector must accept a damaged copy if he
wishes a used example of this error. In order
to set the record straight, it should be
pointed out that the same used copy has
been sold three times at auction in the last
few years. The first two times it was erroneously described as being in very fine
conditicn in spite of both a repair replacing
part cif the design as well as a crease. One
of these defects was mentioned the third
time that it was offered.
The 2¢ denomination of the Type B overprint with sharp pointed tops to the letters
A was overprinted in complete sheets of
400. One sheet was printed with the overprint applied too low so that the top row
read CANAL only and the remainder of the
sheet read ZONE CANAL. These errors
are shown in Figure 5. Both upper panes
of 100 were located and saved in complete
form for collectors. The lower panes were
never found and probably were destroyed
by the Bureau. The plate number of the
error sheet is 17842. Thus 20 copies exist
with CANAL only and 180 copies with
ZONE CANAL. Thus the later error is one
of those that can be found relatively easily.
(Continued

on page 15)

WANTED
CUBA
176 - 220a

USED
Geoffrey Brewster
P. O. Box 5152
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

Secretaryt s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
This is the last issue of the Canal Zone
Philatelist which you will receive if your
dues are still unpaid. It is not fair to other
members to continue the expense of mailing and printing the journal for those that
do not pay their dues promptly.

Canal Zone Study Group
Treasurer's Report for Calendar Year 1971
Cash in Bank, January 1, 1971
Add: Receipts
Dues Collected
Advertising Revenue
Sales of Publications
Interest on Savings Account
Total Receipts

$1.768.92
$1,725.00
95.00
78.50
76.32

.
.
.

1,974.82

TOTAL
Less:

3,743.74

Disbursements
Printing of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Secretary's
Expense~
.
Printing of Mailing Envelopes
.
Editor's Expenses ...
Miscellaneous
Total Disbursements

1,169.95
100.00
74.70
34.44
8.00
1,387.09

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1971

$2,356.65

The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Account ...
Cash in Checking Account
Total, as above

$1,836.03
520.62

Note:

$2,356.65

As of December 31, 1971 all bills for 1971 were paid.
WILLIAM

R. KUTTNER

Treasurer
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Please write immediately for our expanded comprehensive list of U.S. overprinted Canal
Zone Plate Blocks AND FDC's (INCLUDING SUCH OUTSTANDING ITEMS AS
#70, 71, and 76 on FDC). The Plate # collector will find a large variety of #s and
positions to choose from.
We will gladly trade for needed plate blocks. What can you offer? We are also interested
in purchasing U.S. overprinted C.Z., plate blocks and FDC's issued prior to 1940.
ALSO available, probably the largest collection of U.S. overprinted C.Z. Plate Blocks
ever formed. Details upon request. N.Y.S. residents add sales tax. Postage 35¢ on
orders under $10.00. Registration fee $1.25.
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Robert L. Markovits, Treas.

Overprinted U.S. Issues(Continl/ed

from page 13)

Figure 6. No. 877a. ZONE ZONE.

President's Message(Continued

-

Figure 5. Nos. 84a and 84b. CANAL only
~~~ ZONE CANAL.-The story of the ZONE ZONE errors
was given in the last issue. A total of 250
copies were printed of the 1O¢ value of
which 245 were found by the post office and
destroyed. Thus 5 copies can exist according to official records. It is possible that
one or two more copies might have been
issued, as about three copies exist of the
15¢ denomination, although the official records state that all were destroyed. The possible reasons for this were discussed last
time. However, the total number of 10¢
stamps with the error cannot be much
larger than 5. This error is shown in Figure
6.

(Continued

in next issue)

Your Duplicates
or your collection
I can use either and can pay more
as I now buy mostly through
auction houses.

Leland J. Spaulding
P. O. Box 558
'
Sebastopol, Ca. 95472
APS, ASDA also.

from page 9)

PublicityGeorge R. Campbell
lIB Sherman Avenue
Roselle Park, New Jersey 07204
MembershipAlfred R. Bew
20 S. South Carolina Avenue
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401
Otto J. Langer
Postal MarkingsGeorge R. Campbell
118 Sherman Avenue
Roselle Park,- New Jersey 07204
Hugh W. Cassibry
All members of the CZSG are urged to
make use of the various committees both
for reporting and for requesting information.
It is through the exchange of both ideas
and information between members that discoveries are made that will increase our
knowledge of Canal Zone philately. Both
your Editor and your President thank those
committees who have submitted articles for
publication. It is hoped that those committees who have not been heard from will
suddenly come to life!

any members who would like to assist by
serving on any of those listed below please
write the chairman whose address is listed.
If there are members who have some parWet and Dry Printings
ticular phase of Canal Zone collecting which
Beginning with No. 105 in our check list
does not have a committee would they
please contact the President. The following of Canal Zone stamps we have listed a numcommittees are appointed for the years ber of the stamps with both a wet and dry
printing. The first printings of these stamps
1972 and 1973:
were made on wet ungummed paper which
~Ji!ublications---.~-shran:k
slightly upon drying. Later printings
Gilbert N. Plass
were made on dry preguIllUled paper with a
P.O. Box 9976
whiter gum than was used on the former
College Station, Texas 77840
printings. The real test to distinguish beJames B. Helme
tweent a wet and dry printing is to measure
Shelton C. Johnson
the size of the design. The wet printing is
Catalog Listingalways smaller in one or both directions.
George W. Stilwell
The color of the stamp can often help in
377 Rolling Rock Road
distinguishing the printing, but not always
Mountainside, New Jersey 07092
according to Miller Hurt. He points out that
Hugh W. Cassibry
there is an intermediate printing on some
James T. DeVoss
values such as Nos. 105, 109, and III where
William K. Philler
he has the basic stamp in the same color,
Gilbert N. Plass
but in both the smaller wet printing and the
Edward I. P. Tatelman
larger dry printing. He would also like to
Scott Nos. 9-20
know if anyone knows which plate numbers
James B. Helme
were used with the wet printings and which
604 Enquirer Avenue
with the dry printings.
Nashville, Tennessee 37205
CounterfeitsJames T. DeVoss
Does It Exist?
P. O. Box 765
There is a Canal Zone shade variety
State College, Pennsylvania 16801
which has long been listed in the cataOverprinted U. S. Issueslogues, but which has never been seen by
George W. Brett
your Editor nor by a number of other
510 21st Street, N. W.
specialists whom he has contacted. It is No.
Washington, D.C. 20006
J20b in the rose red shade. The catalogue
value of the rose red shade which cannot
Postal StationeryJames W. Brumbaugh
be found is $15.00, while the common carP. O. Box 341
mine rose shade catalogues
at $20.00!
Hopkins, Minnesota 55343
Strangely the double overprint, No. J20c, is
in the rose red shade, but normal copies do
Permanent Designsnot seem to exist. If any member has copies
George W. Goodrich
Rt. 4, Box 323E
of this shade, it would be appreciated if
he would contact the Editor.
New Braunfels, Texas 78130

-15-

The earlier printings of the 2¢ value are The stock is a rather poor quality of manila.
underprinted with a strong tint of pink The printing was done in two colors, an
(Continued from page 9)
which seems to have been made by reduc- underprinting of light green, slightly olive
Type IVa. Same as Type IV except space ing the key color with white. The impres- in tone and a quite heavy impression; the
between the Land Z in CANAL ZONE sion is often quite heavy and distinct, but overprinting is a strong middle toned green.
at top has been increased. Also the right varies even more than the 1¢ value, and is The size of the card (51h x 31h in.) cor2 is lower than the left and the word sometimes very pale; in some of the later responds to that of the previous overr·':nted
CENTS is slightly lower, probably due printings it is barely distinguishable. The Panama cards instead of the regulation
to bad alignment in locking up form; key color of the earlier printings is usually U. S. card size of 5lh x 3~.
All cards examined are either Type I or
otherwise like Type I.
a warm red, perhaps vermillion. The later
Type V. Seal centered in box 14xl4 mm; printings are usually stronger in tone; shades III, thus indicating that these types belong
words CANAL ZONE centered with wide which incline toward carmine are quite to the early printings. These cards were
replaced in May, 1925 by overprinted U. S.
space between words; wide space be- numerous.
low POSTAGE; space above and below
We may never be quite sure of the exact Jefferson cards.
(Editor's Note: This article is adapted
CENTS equal.
number of forms set up as one or more
Type Va. Same as Type V except CANAL forms may have' been used interchangeably from one which appeared in the Weekly
ZONE shifted to right and more space for the 1¢ and 2¢ values merely by chang- Philatelic Gossip, Sept. 12, 1936.)
added above; less space between bottom ing the numerals and value. The printer
Forgeries
rule of box and top of numerals; impres- states that several forms were set up and
sion clear cut and outside border curves anyone may have been used after the first
Among the forgeries sent· to the APS
Expert Committee during the past quarter
slightly inward, due to tight lock-up of printings.
form.
The 1¢ envelope has been found in Types were two copies of No.2 with forged overWe are reasonably sure of Types I, II, III, la, and Va. The 2¢ envelope has been print. A stamp declared to be No. 9d with
and III as being the first forms set up and found in all of the types except Type Va.
double overprint was found to have forged
These envelopes were overprinted for Air overprints. A stamp submitted as No. 48
printed. They check identically with the
forms used on the Postal Cards of which Mail (Nos. UC1, UC2, UC2a). These print- had a forged overprint. Be sure to have
only one printing was made in Nov., 1924. ings were made from May, 1928 to March, stamps checked by an Expert Committee
We are also reasonably sure that Type V 1929. All air mail envelopes examined are when there is any question in your mind as
was the last form used as it is found on the Type la.
to their authenticity. Application blanks can
last items received from the Zone and has
There was only one printing in Nov., be obtained for a stamped self-addressed
not been found on any of the earlier issues. 1924 of the postal card in the seal type No. 10 envelope sent to P. O. Box 800,
The type and borders are sharp and clean (No. UX8). The same type ornament back- State College, Pa. 16801. The fee for stamps
and do not show the appearance of wear.
ground design used for the envelopes also valued at $500 or less is $3.00 for APS
The differences in spacing considered appears on the underprinting for the cards. members and $5.00 for others.
here are only those which would occur by
reason of the placing of the material in the
form by the compositor and which would
not seem to be due to "lock-up" operations.
A hastily locked up form might show gaps
at the corners of the box around the seal
If you intend to purchase - or to offer for sale a
as well as crooked lines of letters and rules.
"Specialized" Collection or individual stamps ...
A form locked-up too tight might show outSELECT THE PUBLIC AUCTION
side borders curved slightly inward from
the corners. These lock-up variances have
not been seriously considered, except where
they appear to be quite constant and help
SCHIFF AUCTIONS FEATURE SPECIAL SECTIONS OF:
definitely to define some characteristic of a
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, SCARCE NUMBERS, COILS & BOOKLETS,
certain type. Varieties of this nature found
COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, FREAKS & ERRORS, WHOLESALE LOTS,
in quantity sufficient to justify separate list& COLLECTIONS OF:
ing have been designated as subvarieties
of the main types and are indicated as Types
U.S., U.N., CANAL ZONE and FOREIGN STAMPS
la, IVa, and Va.
BUYERS:
BID BY PHONE, BY MAIL, OR IN PERSON
NO CHARGE FOR EXECUTING BIDS
The underprinting is usually much heaviREQUEST OUR NEXT AUCTION CATALOG.
er in the earlier printings, but this is not
REMIT 25c (50c 1st CLASS MAIL)
always a guarantee of an earlier printing.
OR $1.00 FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES REALIZED.
Specimens are known from later printings
SELLERS:
OUR COMMISSION IS ONLY 20% OF THE PRICE REALIZEDwith the heavy underprint, but it usually
NO LOTTING CHARGES.
PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE SENDING STAMPS.
has a different tone. The earlier printings
can often be distinguished by the color and
WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT
quality of the paper which is a yellowish
cream tone as compared with the whiter
"HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A STAMP AUCTION"
pap~ of better quality used in the later
2nd Edition - 20-page Booklet
printings. The early underprinting of the 1¢
Prepared to Assist Buyers or Sellers - 25¢
value usually has a distinct olive tone and
quitel heavy impression while the overprinting is a strong middle toned warm green.
In the later printings the underprinting is
536 West 111th Street, New York, N.Y. 10025
usually a very light tone of blue-green,
rather chalky in appearance, and the overLicensed Establtshed
& BC?nded1947
Auctioneers
Tel'• (212) 662-2777
printing is a dark deep green, slightly blu~~
i~h in tone.
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